
Committee: Disarmament and International Security Committee
Sponsors: Spain, Australia, Canada, Netherlands
Signatories: Russia, France, Morocco, Japan, Austria, Laos, South Sudan, China, Chile, DPRK,
Kingdom of Norway, United Kingdom, Indonesia, Belgium, Algeria, Columbia, Saudi Arabia,
UAE, Belarus, Kuwait
Topic B: Militarization and Weaponization of Outer Space

Affirms the needs of the nations who are new to having a space force,

Committed to global cooperation on terms of asset defense, and mitigating possible offense,

Discourages the use of nuclear arms in space as it proves helpful in mitigating conflict in outer
space,

1. Establishes the Space Faring Free Defense Organization (SpaDarFr);
a. The purpose of which is to maintain the free right to defend one’s assets in space,

while mitigating the ability to commence offensive measures,
i. This will be done by creating a commonly agreed space between the

member signatories,
1. This is an alliance merely for space affairs, and does not interfere

with affairs on Earth’s surface,
b. Annual meeting between all space-fairing members, by which can apply once at

least one satellite is in LEO,
i. This meeting will be commenced to provide a single vote from every

member nation with the purpose of passing resolutions to agree or
disagree with movements or changes in policy,

c. The funding be provided from the member states, and the benefits will be the
treaty by which each nation will be protected by one another, unilaterally
maintaining defense between one’s own territory, and maintaining safety in space,

d. This committee will also focus on sharing data on one nations’ trajectories to
mitigate space debris in the future, and find ways to remove the debris currently
present in the future,

i. This data will be made available to all UN member states,
e. This committee will also employ various united cyber security officers with the

purpose of defending the territory of Spadarfur’s members from cyber attacks,
2. Affirms the PPWT’s motives and seeks to build upon them, while maintaining the right to

defend one’s territory, as a satellite in space is certainly a nation’s own territory, although
heavily condemning offensive motives;



3. Condemning the use of Anti-Satellite weapons in space, especially those in use by the
major nations of the world, as they only create more space debris, and pose a great threat
to future space travel;

4. Encouraging transparency between member states and effective communication to ensure
the progressive use of space for the advancement of research;

a. This is done by allowing the signatory states to share their data and information
with one another with the purpose of trust and integrity, and this should also be
made publicly available, if possible,

5. Takes note that weaponization of outer space encourages the development of individual
member states through scientific discoveries;

a. By contributing knowledge sparks new scientific ideas can be developed that can
lead to betterment of mankind and better understand the outer space, LDCs can
collect capital to further develop its state,

6. Concerned, with the testing of Space-weapon testing, therefore proposing that
SpaDarFur’s members must vote and agree upon space-weapon testing, yet there are still
rules that apply to this:

a. Weapon Testing must be inside the requesting countries borders,
b. Must have primary permission from SpaDarFur in order to test these weapons

i. These rules are in place to establish a well-organized testing manner for these
countries and prevent unintended conflict.


